Aftermath of violence

by Tom Wicker

(C) 1971 The New York Times

The Black inmate's impassioned cry also suggested several other aspects of that strange society—its strikingly effective organization, its fierce political radicalism, its submergence of racial animosity in class solidarity. Not much was known to the officers of the leaders of the uprising. One clearly was Richard Clarke—"Brother Richard"—a Black Muslim with an imposing face and an air of command. Another was bull-hooded Herbert Bryden, with a long scar on his face, who said he had "72 counts" against him as a result of his participation in an earlier uprising at the Tombs, in New York City.

Still a third leader was a tall, lean man with a laconic voice and a habit of making to the crowd listen without haranguing it. He was known to the observers' group only as "Champ," and was reputed to be one of the prisoners "Chaldean Lawyers." Time and again, one or another of these leaders evoked convincing evidence of the prisoners' unity. After telling them of an offer by Corrections Commissioner Russell Oswald to negotiate with them if the hostages were released first, Richard Clarke demanded to know what he should reply.

"No," the men shouted. "I can't promise you," Clarke said, cupping his hand around his ear.

"Hell, no!" the men shouted.

"Is this from everybody?"

"Yes."

"Anybody disagree?"

The last answer came in a shattering roar. It was only one of the many times that the observers saw the rebels acting almost as if they were from mass instinct.

Their organization was most evident in excellent security maintenance. Although in a Friday morning negotiating session, a prisoner compound was attacked by a group of outside observers, time after time the prisoners reformed in five subsequent trips into the stronghold.

When the observers entered in the prisoner compound, there was constant head-counting to make sure none were separated from the group. The only weapons in evidence were baseball bats, iron pipes and one tear gas launcher in the possession of a masked security man.

That kind of organization, not to mention the unity displayed by the prisoners, would have been impossible if the prison personnel had been racial discord in block D. None were armed with guns or clubs.

The human security chains were interpreted by the Student Body Leadership Committee featured at least three Continued on Page 3

World Briefs

United Nations, N.Y. - Secretary General U Thant has accepted as a "firm statement of policy" China's declaration that it would refuse its seat in the United Nations as long as Taiwan remained a member. He also felt that the chances of reaching a permanent settlement on the China issue during the next session of the General Assembly were "much brighter" now. Diplomatic interpretation of Thant's points as an implied prediction that China would be likely to gain admission to the United Nations on its own terms.

Salton, Calif. - Antiswar presidential hopeful Sen. George S. McGovern was trapped Tuesday inside a church in Sages as a mob outside burned several vehicles and threw rocks and firebombs at the building. McGovern and hisides of the argument.

Hass - Implementation of the four-power Berlin accords remained at a standstill with East and West Germany 43 taking aim at leading the United States, according to the Foreign Ministry of East Germany, which was in chaos after the death of its ruler, the General Secretary of the Communist Party, who had been active in the anti-communist movement. The human security chains were interpreted by the Student Body Leadership Committee featured at least three Continued on Page 3

Faccenda and students disagree

by Mike O'Hare

Philip Faccenda, vice president and general counsel of the University, said Tuesday that he had opposed - a face to face - the resubmission of the SLC paratarian resolution to the Board of Trustees.

Faccenda, a member of the SLC, said his opposition to the resolution was based on his disapproval of the 24 hour paratarian clause.

Other administration members of the SLC were unavailable for comment.

Student members of the SLC that were interviewed were in favor of returning the resolution.

"We feel that halls and rooms would refuse its seat in the United Nations as long as Taiwan remained a member.

Continued on Page 3

Constitutional Revision Committee under way

by Greg Rowinski

The Constitutional Merger Committee was scheduled on the campus last night, agreed to prepare an independent constitution and to begin planning a permanent constitution for the combined Notre Dame - St. Mary community.

The Committee, chaired by Research and Development Commissioner Ed Ellis, and composed of representatives of both Student Governments, will prepare an amendment to the student constitutions to be placed before the Senate to allow the legislative bodies to be in- tegrated quickly. It will be bin- ding until the current ad- ministration leaves office, probably April 1.

This amended, according to Ellis, will require "little effort" but will

Continued on page 8
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Parietals clause disputed

by Jean Gorman and Ed Ellis

The Trustees do not see the possibility of avoiding the responsibility, Prof. Goodfellow said.

The Constitution drafters, who had a chance to hear both sides of the argument, agreed to the request.

"We feel that halls and rooms would refuse its seat in the United Nations as long as Taiwan remained a member.

Continued on Page 3

The Trustee's approval of the resolution was based on his disapproval of the SLC paratarian resolution to the Board of Trustees.

Faccenda, a member of the SLC, said his opposition to the resolution was based on his disapproval of the 24 hour paratarian clause.

Other administration members of the SLC were unavailable for comment.

Student members of the SLC that were interviewed were in favor of returning the resolution.

"We feel that halls and rooms would refuse its seat in the United Nations as long as Taiwan remained a member.

Continued on Page 3

The Com mittee, chaired by Professor William McGlinn, also of the faculty, suspects that he would be in favor of resubmission although he would rather reserve his final judgement until all alternatives can be considered.

Prof. Ronald Vrebier said that as a new SLC member from the faculty, he would withhold comment until he could hear both sides of the argument.

He did say that if what Mr. Edmund Stephan (chairman of the Board of Trustees) said about the student mishandling of the judicial boards was true, then sanctions should be stricter.

In response to the Board of Trustees call for new and stricter sanctions against students breaking University rules, Faccenda said that he believed that, "what the Trustees want are minimum penalties for the serious violations of University regulations.

In regard to new sanctions, Rodriguez believes that they
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SMC football ticket supply falls short of demand

The overwhelming number of student tickets’ signs with SMC phone numbers indicates a great many SMC students had difficulty obtaining football tickets this year, at all. Some received to ticket certification; others a letter explaining that there were no more tickets available.

According to Donald Boustard, ticket manager, ticket applications were sent by spring to the SMC Death of Students office, from which they are distributed during the summer. He explained that the August 1 deadline had to be strictly observed because four games had already been sold out.

Consequently, all applications received after that date were unable to be met. Boustard added that due to the increase in enrollment and the merger plans, the original 1,000 tickets allotted to SMC students had been extended to 1,400. However, there still weren’t enough tickets to go around.

Another side of the story comes from Carol Riordan, a senior at SMC. Apparently Miss Riordan was only one of the many students who submitted their ticket applications will ahead of the deadline, but received a letter on August 5 explaining that all student football tickets had already been sold out.

In an attempt to procure tickets, she wrote back to the ticket office, and, in reply, received her check back (which had been ripped in half and taped back together) along with a Notre Dame basketball schedule.

Since we are merging, and this is a service for both campuses, I see no reason why Notre Dame includes the ticket prices in their mail. SMC students must order theirs separately.

It is also discriminative to ensure tickets for the entire Notre Dame student body, but to place a limit on the number available to St. Mary’s, Miss Riordan stated.

Many other students voiced complaints about the “absurdity” of the entire setup—lines too long, not enough lines, and, in particular, the fact that distribution was held on a school day when students also had classes to attend and had to plan their time around the ticket distribution.

NEWS SEMINAR

The First Observer news seminar will be held tonight on room 2D of LaFortune Student Center at 7:00 pm. Mr. James Carroll, formerly a writer for the South Bend Tribune will speak about news writing. All those interested are urged to attend.

IAC announces fall schedule

The Interball Athletic Club will hold softball and tennis tournaments this fall.

Deadline for submitting rosters for the single elimination, slow pitch, 16-inch softball tourney is Friday, Sept. 15. Team members needed not live in the same hall. The event will be limited to the first 60 clubs to hand in their rosters and the $2 entry fee.

Tennis players are invited to participate in a campus-wide doubles tournament. There are two classes: novices, for beginners, and open, for players with some experience. Doubles partners must live in the same hall. Dead line for entries is Monday, Sept. 17. Team members need not live in the same hall. Those wishing to compete in either the softball or tennis tourneys must do so at the Interball Office, room C-6, in the ACC.
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Attica ‘brothers’ stress unity and harmony

continued from page 1

white men, although the rebell ing
inmates must have been at least
85 percent Black and Puerto Rico.

Once, when a black prisoner was
crating at a high pitch about the
disadvantages suffered by black
race, the inmate shouted back at him in a heavy
Puerto Rican accent: “Don’t
forget our white brothers! They’re in this, too!”

A short bespectacled white
man with long hair, whose name
was Jerry, was one of the
prisoners’ “Jailhouse Lawyers”
and one of the most frented
speakers on the question of
class solidarity.

One prisoner, Pleas
Montgomery, was a sandy-haired
white man from Conway, South
Carolina; a small town well-
known to this writer, a native of
Hamlet, N.C. “Man,”
Montgomery said, “There’s people in
here we treated like dogs down here.
One man, when he was able to
know we gon’ stick together, we

Consumer Group may soon
go statewide

Continued from page 1

The restraining Champ, in one of
his few moments of passion, shouted
that the hostages were being
very well cared for. “They’re
sleeping in mattresses, but I
ain’t sleeping on no mattress.
They do like animals, we
take care of them. Well, I
ask you, does animals take care
of people or do people take care
of animals?”

Still another leader, “Flip”
Crowley, told the observers,
in one of the most dramatic
speeches they heard: “We do
not want to rule, we only want
to live. But if any of you
gentlemen own dogs, you’re treating
them better than we’re treated here.”

The physical conditions
in which the prison society existed
were difficult and getting worse
when the revolt was crushed.
The prisoners were dependent
on prison authorities—featural for
the hostages—for food.

Most of the men seemed to
live in the open, under makeshift
shelters. Hundreds of prison blankets
had

Say it With Flowers From...
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a hole cut in the middle, so that
inmates could wear them like
pouches.

Other inmates wore football
jersies. Most had rugged towels
or blankets or shirts into turbans.
Many security men wore football
helmets, often with face masks.
Some of those doing tasks
that might have been criminal acts—
guarding the hostages, for in-
stance—were totally masked
wearing T-shirts over their heads
with eyes and mouth-holes cut in
them.

The hostages—of whom eight
are reported to have been shot by
police gunfire—were clad much
like the prisoners, in gray prison
wool or coveralls of about the
same color. At a distance, it
would have been difficult to
distinguish them from inmates.

Before the police invasion,
the hostages were guarded in a tight
circle formed by wooden benches
hauled into the prison yard near a
handball backboard. Each had a
mattress. One, Captain Frank
Wald, said that the hostages to
their exercise, as well as ate and
washed, within the circle.

The U niversities would collect
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As such, it is not a
foundation, donations will not be
tax deductible.

Observer Insight

InPIRG will be estab lished as a
non-profit corporation. As such, it
will not be required to pay
corporate taxes but, since it is not a
foundation, donations will not be
tax deductible.

Highland explained
that students do not need a tax
break on three dollars. The
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FOR DETAILS AND INTERVIEW TIMES
COME TO ACTIVITIES
NIGHT OR CALL 6400

Saturday, Sept. 18

6:30 pm in the ACC

Tickets $5.50, $4.50, $2.50 at

Student Union Ticket

Office & the Shopping karts

presented by Student Union
Social Commission and ACC

INTERVIEWS

WSND AM, entertaining the campus for 25 years
and WSND FM, the new 3400 watt voice of Notre Dame, are on the air and need G R A D U A T E
and UNDERGRADUATE students with talent in the following areas:

ANNOUNCERS - for rock, jazz, educational, and classical programs.

PROGRAMMERS - who know all types of music.

NEWS and SPORTS AN NOUNCERS who have the ability to compile and deliver the headlines.

PRODUCTION MEN - to assemble and direct programs of interest.

TECHNICIANS - to care for complex machinery, some of it old and treasured, it can no longer take care of itself.

IKE & TINA TURNER

THE LIVING LEGENDS

W SND FM - STEREO

88.9 mhz

Revus to speak

on Ecology

Congressman Henry S. Reuss (D.
Wisc.) will speak at 8:00 PM
in the Library Auditorium.

Congressman Reuss will speak on
‘Ecology and Politics’ in the
first of a series of lectures that
will be presented this year by the
nd-SMC Academic Commission
Environment Series.

Congressman Reuss is a senior
member of the Congressional
Joint Economic Committee and
chairman of the International
Export and Payments Sub-
committee and the Sub-
committee on Conservation and
the Environment.

Among his legislative interests
are the Mass Transit Research
Act and the Peace Corps. He has
been an advocate of tax reform
and of measures to secure full
employment without inflation.

A native of Milwaukee and a
graduate of Cornell and Harvard
Law School, he is the author of
two books, ‘The Critical Decade:
An Economic Policy for America
and the World’ and ‘Divine
Revenue and Sharing’ and many articles.

Say it With Flowers From...
The Tale of Two Governments Begins

The new Constitution committee met last night, sans the bizzare hoopla that marked last year's efforts. With luck and good judgement, the end result of the committee's deliberation will be less bizzare than last year's. But before the committee deals with any concrete proposals, it would do well to remember the lessons of the last constitutional committee's learned too late.

1) The rattle is not impressed by student government structure - neither by the myriad commissions, elective offices, cabinet posts, etc., or by changes in the aforementioned offices. Neither are they interested in change for its own sake. That's why the electorate, disinterested as it was in the Senate bureaucracy, showed no inclination to replace it with the Hall President's bureaucracy. That, too, is why the 'end-the-student-government' bill got off the ballot last year, despite the fact that it was not supported by any important Student Government Haille Silasse.

2) Conversely, the Committee must remember that there remains much deadwood in student government, and one of the most important things it can do is terminate the grotesque incessant and continual duplication of function rampant in both student governments.

3) The Committee could keep in mind, too, that the Student Body President is no longer as vital a position as it was in the good old days. Oh, the rampant in both student governments.

4) What this all means, of course, is that the students are after not repetition from last year's performance; nobody will profit if the committee

First Wednesday

The Twenty-Six Year Old Dinosaurs

Tom Bornholdt

Remember the United Nations? Back in the good old days of Eleanor Roosevelt, the United Nations was simply the only possible way the world was going to survive the next few centuries. The United Nations was to create a Better Lovel, Truth, Justice and the Utopian Way just by dictating it by international law. On the other hand, if the United Nations ceased for one second of time to be taken seriously, the whole world would perish in Armageddon.

But that was back in the yesteryear of Edwells, Elvis Presley and Adal Stevenson. The Age of Aquarius has arrived. Consciousness Three, Ecological Awareness and the Counterculture are now going to save us from Hataan and The Big Disaster. The United Nations has gone to the afterlife of oblivion, if all good fad panceaus go. Who would think the day would arrive when the American Vice-President is considered more powerful than the Secretary General of the United Nations.

And behold the world is still there (by the last count, that is). Ragnarok has yet to occur, its been more than a generation since anyone has died in a nuclear fireball. Oh, to be sure, there has been a war. The Asian conflict, however, started deep in the Golden Age of the United Nations, and is only now nearing its conclusion without one single International Mission Force, or General Assembly Encyclical being used.

It is simply fantastic that the world is still around, but look again at the map. Rhodesia is there! Hesburgh Almighty, can't the world's leading Instrument of Perfection topple one small Incorporation of Evil government? To all good International Lawyers, surely it must seem that the world has gone insane.

Whether the United Nations has ever solved one single problem could be debated until Gabriel's Last Concert. The facts remain that there are no major world problems effectively solved by the UN. If anything has prevented the outbreak of a superwar in modern times, it has been the development of nuclear weapons. The Balance of Terror, not U Thant, has made war unthinkable. The H Bomb has made war horrible but also very impractical. Hydrogen fusion can devastate a nation but never solve it. Artificially the perfect instrument of destruction. All would-be Alexander the Greats find that while they can not effectively solve any nation, it is very hard to gain much from it.

It is here that we see one of the big failings of the United Nation fanatics. Conquest, not destruction, is the true human motivation towards aggression. War in the good old days was waged for selfish reasons - gain, pure and simple gain. But now the big nations have big bombs. If you invade big nation with big troops, he drops big bombs on troops and maybe on you. There is no moreFIG.
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a clean, well lighted place

I remember a sad, pre-dawn hour close to four o'clock this springtime, when in a quaint, ancient cafe of the Grand Place in Brussels, I sat in an extrapolated isolation sipping coffee and thinking home-thoughts from abroad. At the bar, Belgians were chatting in French idiom, innately enough, the radio played a Jackie Gleason arrangement of “All the World is Waiting for the Sunrise.” Around the city, members of the Glee Club with whom I was involved were Rat Scouts (in best traditions of families of the American community in Brussels; and for several hours that night expression was my only earthly comfort in the face of homelessness until finally, when the cafe closed at half past four, I returned to an empty rectory for a two-hour nap before travelling in Europe again.

I mention the incident only to point out that one does not have to be an aging garrciasia case out of a Hemingway story to have need for a clean, well lighted place for the night. Unlike Hemingway’s old man, I can say the Our Father trustingly, and have no fear that nada, or nothingness, lurks at the heart of life. A full and viable faith assures me that no empty spaces between the stars can threaten life with metaphysical anguish, and I can discover no antarctic landscapes of the soul from which God seems to have departed. Nevertheless, I admit that I am constantly in need of the sight and sounds of people whom I love.

The Belgian vigil I kept with the belfry cups was typical of a summer when my need for people reached the proportions of a crisis. The after-dinner companions of a New York priest (manhattan being my parish during July August) are his phone, his radio, his television, and his books. For me, frequently, these comforts were not enough; and in the hours of the evening after the last Rackette had kicked herself off stage and into the wings, and the Broadway babies had said goodnight to the last rookie cop on Forty-second street, I searched for the clean, well lighted places of New York where the City never sleeps. At two or three o’clock in the morning, I would haunt a bar or a coffee shop listening to the conversations I was never invited to join, matching drinks with people I seldom desired to get involved with, because in New York involvement with strangers can mean trouble. Sometimes I would drop quarters into a jukebox and listen to Andy Williams sing the blues until the joint closed, or it was time to go back to the rectory to prepare for saying the early Mass of the morning. But it was only not only for me, this summer, that loneliness was a problem.

In Europe, this springtime, in every city and town we visited, I noticed little ladies with creases on God cap passing by: stooped, gray, carrying a shopping bag, with great wrinkles in her stockings and shoes that looked like bedroom slippers. Sometimes I would glimpse her on the street; sometimes I would see her at prayer in a cathedral; once I saw her picking through a trash heap in Paris, and once, finally, she sat next to me in the Penn Station in New York. I watched her trying to sleep, her feet modestly together and her head resting against hands (twisted protectively around the handles of the shopping bag). When I saw, with horror, that her legs, under the stockings, were wrapped with bandages, I realized that the journey had been from Paris and Amsterdam, from Munich and Rome. Worst horror of all, I realized she had no place to sleep, no where to go, except maybe to another city, another bench, perhaps in Chicago. Not knowing what to do, I paid her some little money into her bag, and hurried off for the train to Boston.

New York City is filled with little old ladies who carry shopping bags. They live in the streets, and sleep in subways, on park benches, or in doorways. They are the ultimate victims of loneliness, these old ladies for whom the clean, well lighted places do not exist. Nearly as bad off are the aged folks who live in the cheap hotels and lodging houses around Broadway. Some of them I met this summer, while on Communion calls, were over eighty years old; they were sick and afraid, unable ever to leave their own premises because of weakness and fear. Ultimately most of them will die with no one but the priest to mourn at their funerals.

I was lonely enough this summer, but mine was not the ultimate loneliness of the folk whom life has passed by.

When I returned to this campus two weeks ago, I came home to be among young people who are trying, admidst the loneliness of institutional life, to create clean, well lighted places as shelters against the night. As twenty, as eighty, human beings can, and do, suffer loneliness; and for eight years (I was 16 in 1963) at the Priory of the Holy Cross in which I was a novice, and during which time I have undergone reorganization. The experience has been of the utmost importance to me in understanding the problem of the aged, and in developing a better appreciation of the problems and difficulties of being human. Children who are retarded and people with a mental disorder are human too. Being human, they need you.

MANASA has instituted a delightful volunteer program to provide the opportunity for volunteers to give aid and comfort to those in the South Bend Community who need someone. At Northern Indiana Children’s Hospital, students will have the opportunity to work with or to play with retarded children. At St. Joseph’s Hospital Psychiatric Ward, disturbed adults and adolescents or working on the hotline crisis phone, the volunteers will have a better appreciation of the problems and difficulties of being human. Children who are retarded and people with a mental disorder are human too. Being human, they need you.

This year, MANASA, the N-D-SMC chapter of the Mental Health Association, has undergone reorganization. The emphasis this year will be on the importance of people. It is felt that after working with retarded children, disturbed adults and adolescents or working on the hotline crisis phone, the volunteers will have a better appreciation of the problems and difficulties of being human. Children who are retarded and people with a mental disorder are human too. Being human, they need you.

MANASA has instituted a delightful volunteer program to provide the opportunity for volunteers to give aid and comfort to those in the South Bend Community who need someone. At Northern Indiana Children’s Hospital, students will have the opportunity to work with or to play with retarded children. At St. Joseph’s Hospital Psychiatric Ward, disturbed adults and adolescents or working on the hotline crisis phone, the volunteers will have a better appreciation of the problems and difficulties of being human. Children who are retarded and people with a mental disorder are human too. Being human, they need you.

This year, MANASA, the N-D-SMC chapter of the Mental Health Association, has undergone reorganization. The emphasis this year will be on the importance of people. It is felt that after working with retarded children, disturbed adults and adolescents or working on the hotline crisis phone, the volunteers will have a better appreciation of the problems and difficulties of being human. Children who are retarded and people with a mental disorder are human too. Being human, they need you.

The famed movie series “Civilization” will be screened starting tonight at Indiana University South Bend. The schedule is as follows: September 15 - The Skin of our Teeth October 6 - Man, the Measure of All Things October 13 - The Hero as Artist October 20 - Protest and Communication October 27 - Grandeur and Obedience November 3 - The Light of Experience December 1 - Grandeur and Obedience December 8 - The Pursuit of Happiness December 15 - The Smile of Reason January 19 - The Pursuit of Happiness February 2 - The Smile of Reason March 1 - The Fallacies of Hope 15 - Heroic Materialism All showings will be at four o’clock and at seven thirty in North Side Hall room 128. I’m not sure if there is going to be any admission fee, but I would suppose so.

To get to IUSB take Eddy to the bridge over the river and take the Mishawaka Avenue exit. Take Mishawaka to Greenhaven Street (I think there’s a Coca Cola plant on the corner) a.n. turn right. It’s just a few blocks away.
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Huskens ND 1-2 in polls Nebraska's Cornhuskers, the defending national champions who opened the defense of their crown by beating Oregon 34-7 last Saturday, were voted the number one spot in both wire service polls this week. Coach Bob Devaney's club retained their top ranking in the UPI poll and fell a single notch to second in the AP ratings. In bumping the Irish from their number one spot, the Huskers received two first place votes from the nationwide panel of sports writers and sportscasters. Their totals of 401 points and 309 points are an indication of the nationwide respect the Irish command. Nebraska received 26 first place votes and 329 points in the AP poll, voted on by the nation's college football coaches. Notre Dame was second with eight first place votes and 308 points. Texas was third and Ohio State outpointed Michigan for the fourth spot.
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For quiz for football buffs: How many soccer kickers can you name who don't wear number 3 on their uniforms? If, after going through the lunch line, you come up empty, give yourself ан F for the day, and watch for number 31 this Saturday, placekicker Bob Thomas. Bob, a 6'1", 175-pound soccer-style specialist from Rochester, N.Y. will, to many ND fans, a relative unknown. As a walk-on sophomore, he hardly figured in anyone's predictions this season, particularly after Cliff Brown louted those two shutball shots in last spring's Blue-Gold game. But Bob has come on fast, particularly in the last several weeks of scrimmages, when he has seen action with the number-one unit. Likewise soccer-style kickers, Bob more or less chanced upon a grid career, with the help of a couple of timely discoveries by coaches along the way. His father, who was born in Paris,
Brown is contender for QB job
by E. J. Kinkoph

"I can't really say that it has hurt me. But I've been running against the second team in practice this fall, and that's experience. Sometimes I really feel I've got a better read on the defense than the rest of the Irish gridders when they're running the first defense."

"We worked out every day in the fall. And the last few weeks were devoted to a lot of passing, but Tom and I ran and bicycled all over the city. We had some time to ourselves in the fall."

"I don't feel the need for this. I've got a real edge over the other quarterbacks now."

"I haven't had much of a chance to throw to Tom since then. But I've been running against the second team quite a bit."

"I'm glad you're back. You've got a lot more depth on this team than anyone realizes. Especially in the defensive backfield."
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By the time Phil got through paying for his car onto campus on short notice, he didn't have a whole lot left for a stereo. And automatic turntables. Please send full-color catalog of stereo component systems and automatic turntables.

Thursday, September 15, 1971

ND students eligible for SMC assembly

by Ann Conway

Notre Dame students are eligible to run for positions on the SMC Assembly, according to Assistant Dean Missy Underman. This is the first year that ND students have been allowed to be candidates for the Assembly, which represents student opinion in both academic and non-academic areas.

They will be allowed to run for the five at-large positions open, representatives are needed from each hall. Three representatives are elected in each hall at a ratio of one representative per hundred students.

The number of positions from each hall open are: LeMans, 3; Holy Cross, 2; McCandless, 2; Off-campus, 1; Regis, 2, and two freshmen.

The five largest representatives will be elected last year during the SMC Assembly was passed last May.

Between the hours of 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. cars will be allowed onto the campus but with limited access, Permissio shall be given at the discretion of the gate guard.

Pears was asked what a student could do if he had to bring his car onto campus on short notice for something not considered quite an "emergency" but pressing nonetheless. He replied that the student would just have to have made provisions earlier.

We are trying to cut down the number of cars on campus. About 400 more students have cars here now that sophomores have been allowed cars on campus," the security chief said.

"We must cut down the number of people driving on for special religious events and lectures," he added.

Pears anticipates even stricter rules than those in this year's manual in the not so distant future.

John Barkett, SBP, urged in a letter to Pears that students be extended the same privileges as faculty and administration members on the parking violations - that two warning tickets be given before a $10.00 fine is assessed.

Barkett said that unless such warning tickets are issued "the Security Department can be labeled quite discriminatory."

"The privilege cannot be extended", Pears replied because there are many fewer faculty cars, which will also probably be committing fewer violations. There are too many student cars for this work to be handled."

Ed Ellis heads new committee

(Continued from page 1)

The proposal will state that the 19 members of the SMC Assembly will be seated on the Senate. An accompanying proposal, that five at-large Notre Dame representatives will sit on the Assembly, was defeated by the SLC, he would not walk out on the meeting. He said that a walkout would not serve the student's best interests.

Concerning sanctions, Prof. Guido feels that a universal and uniform set of regulations should be established, thus eliminating the discrepancies in hall justice.

Concerning sanctions, Prof. Imhoff said he is not sure and would reserve judgement until the SLC has met. Imhoff stated that if motion to resubmit the parietal resolution to the board was defeated by the SLC, he would not walk out on the meeting. He said that a walkout would not serve the student's best interests.

Concerning sanctions, the SLC parietals should be established rather than absolute rules which would not take into account the circumstances of the violation.

He said walking out of the SLC would not accomplish anything if the resolution was not submitted to the Trustees.
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